The following list is not exhaustive. Any requests outside the following
will be considered and priced accordingly.
Payment required prior to report / document being released
Short Certificates / Countersignature- requested by Patient
Driving Licence / Passport (must have been known for > 2yrs)
Holiday Cancellation / Accident
Fitness to act / travel / drive / sports
Private Sick note
Short report / letter
Longer report / letter
Access to Medical Records
Copy of Electronic Record (unless more than 100pgs)
Copies of non- electronic records for patient

£25
£35
£40-60
£20
£20
£40-60

Copy of Records to solicitor

FREE
33p per
sheet
£50

Medicals
Taxi / HGV / LGV / PSV medical
Taxi/HGV medical (65 and over – have annual exam)
Medical with examination
Medical report without examination (NOT IGPR )
Medical report without examination (IGPR)
LPA / Capacity assessment
Army pre-employment assessment

£120
£90
£190
£140
£75
£80-130
£75

Health Reports
Occupational health report (usually paid by Employer)
Private Consultations / procedures
Private Prescription
Blood test + path lab charges
Private consultation (per 10 mins)
Travel Vaccines

£148

£20
£20
£60
Price available on request

PRIVATE FEE LEAFLET

IMPORTANT INFORMATION

Any private work including medicals, private sick notes, letters, travel
medicals, cancellation forms, etc are entirely at the discretion of the
practice.
We are NOT obliged to perform any of these services as they are
unconnected to our NHS work although we will always try and
accommodate requests if we can.
The time needed to complete these requests is also at our discretion
and there is usually a charge for these private services (see leaflet).

Our NHS work and responsibilities will ALWAYS come first and
private work will NOT be prioritised above this.

GPs want to devote as much time as possible to seeing and
treating their patients on the NHS. Increasing numbers of
patients are making appointments to ask their GP for reports,
certificates or to sign application forms.

This leaflet contains information about the signing of
certificates, application forms and provision of reports that
are not considered to be part of the NHS service

GPs have a statutory obligation to provide some certificates
as part of their NHS Contract e.g.
 Notification of infectious diseases
 Statutory sick notes for illnesses lasting more than
7days

Asking your GP to provide only those reports and certificates
which are appropriate will give GPs more time to spend with
their patients.
You should choose someone who has relevant knowledge of
you and your circumstances and who can provide the
information required on the form or certificate you want them
to complete. If in doubt ask your local Citizen’s Advice
Bureau for advice on whom to approach.
GPs should NOT be asked to give opinions on matters about
which they do not have specialist knowledge. e.g.
 If a child is fit to wear a school uniform
 If a child is fit to take part in a variety of social activities
 If a person is suitable to be a teacher
 Type of domestic heating required
 If a person is literate

EXAMPLES of forms or certificates that GPs ARE NOT
obliged to sign:
(We can provide these BUT there will be a charge, please
see back page)


Passport / driving licence applications



Sickness certificates for patients referred by hospital
doctors for this sole purpose



Certificates to excuse jurors from jury service



Certificates for employers or occupational sick pay
schemes

 Declarations in support of patients who wish to have a
postal vote


The statement at Part 1 or Attendance Allowance or
Disability Allowance application forms (ask your carer
or a health care worker to confirm your application.
GPs may be asked by the Benefits Agency or at an
appeal to provide a medical report)

 Certificates to explain a short-term absence from an
attendance centre
Why do we make a charge?
Fees for private certificates and reports cover the cost of
the time taken by a GP to review your full medical record
and for the responsibility they accept when providing their
signature. Your full record is checked to ensure that it is
accurate and to exclude any information which could
compromise the confidentiality of a 3rd party,
Please make cheques payable to:
CENTRAL HEALTHCARE

